Download Names Of Car Parts Guide
50 Auto Parts for Dummies
Here's a handy guide to everything you ever needed to know about the car parts your local mechanic is telling
you that you need to replace. Because these parts vary from car to car, the prices listed are only an estimate of
the lowest possible price, but each link will show you where you can shop for any of these replacement parts.

List of auto parts
Car body and main part. Body components, including windows and trim: Bonnet/hood Bonnet/hood. Bumper
Unexposed bumper. Exposed Bumper. Cowl screen. Decklid. Fascia rear and support.

Understanding Auto Parts | HowStuffWorks
The basic idea of a car is pretty simple — turn wheels to pull you down the road. But, as illustrated by the
hundreds of individual parts for sale at your local Pep Boys, AutoZone or Napa Auto Parts, it actually takes a lot
of machinery to make cars work.

List of Car Parts
camshaft – car parts under hood with bearing, fastener, follower, locking plate, pushrod and spcer ring car
catalytic converter – reduce the emissions from your vehicle.

Names of Car Parts | LoveToKnow
Car Engine Radiator. Have you ever looked at the engine of your car and wondered what the names of car parts
were? In this article, you're going to explore the major components of a car and learn not only what the part is
called, but also what it does.

Car parts vocabulary with pictures learning English
Outside a car parts vocabulary. In British English the hood is called a bonnet and the trunk is called a boot.

The names of car parts in English
Here are the English names for different parts of a car. Controls. accelerator: brake pedal: clutch pedal: fuel
gauge: gear stick: handbrake: ... Car parts. Here are the English names for different parts of a car. Controls.
accelerator: brake pedal ... Our award-winning English phrase guide app for Android devices contains over
6000 useful ...

Auto Body Parts | Auto Parts Guide
Auto Body Parts Catalog. The online auto body store has a complete line of discount auto parts for your car, and
you can find a complete listing of our makes, models and the years that are carried by searching through the

manufacturer names. The aftermarket parts are made from the same quality materials as the manufactures
original parts.

Car Part Quiz
Test your car part knowledge with this quiz! This is a fun way to practice your car part trivia. Are you an
automobile parts expert? Take this quiz and find out! Initializing Quiz. QuizGriz enables knowledge-seekers to
experience a community of like-minded people that are focused on exercising their mind while mastering
interest-based topics.

Car Parts Guide
How a car works, all the main tuning parts shown briefly. This engine is an Inline-6 dual overhead cam. I don't
know the song name, I just had it streaming from DI.fm as I was recording this video.

